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CONTROVERSIAL STORY DISAPPEARS." That was about all. No one ever heard from Hermann again. The row finally died down as all things do. Oscar was relegated to the nursery he was intended for, and children giggled and pointed chubby fingers at him as they were intended to do.
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When the dim mirage of infinity acquired his heart
Meegel became suspended in an ether of blue eternity.
Indeed, Meegel was a thinker,
A cosmic intellect who dis inherited
Flesh and palpables,
And rambled in Einstein's curves,
From here to here again,
Traveling in a straight line
For countless billion years.
Meegel was intrigued
With the grand sweep of the macrocosm.

When the dazzling trivia of flea-bites consumed her mind
Nanonne toyed with daisies
And dreamed of being a queen.
For Nanonne preferred to sing and dance and live,
Instead of wandering in astronomic pastures.
As a matter of fact Nanonne happened to be
The exact center of the universe.
Nanonne was intrigued
With the inflation of tiny microcosm.

Meegel and Nanonne die and live
And seed the earth with their hybrids.
Let no voice raise dissent.
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